
AUTOMATIC OR'MANUAL PHONES
Editor Day Book:

England, Argentine Republic, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, France, Cuba,
Canada and Germany have adopted
the automatic telephone as their fu-

ture means of communication. They
have not done this blindly or With
their eyes shut. They have sent their
best and most learned engineers and
scientists to America to study tele-
phone conditions and systems. Now
they have every form of apparatus,
they have looked into every item of
cost and service, for they realized
their advantage in not having large
investments in apparatus; as in one
case.

Most of these men were govern-
ment agents, not concerned "about
personal advantage, but seeking for
that which would give their people
the best and cheapest service. The
unanimous opinion was automatic
"Made in Chicago." The city has
given the world over 80 per cent of
its telephones. They arrived at this
verdict after studying the cost of giv-

ing service in Chicago, New York and
other cities.

They found that Chicago telephone
service cost in 1910 almost three
cents per call, .0264 to.be exact, to
produce; not to Bell, mind you, but
to produce. This figure was arrived
at by taking the total expense of the
Chicago Telephone Co. for 1909 and
dividing this amount by 240,000,000,
which was the number of calls han-
dled for the year.

Then they figured on the cost of
service when given through auto-
matic telephones, and found that in
a city like Chicago it was1 less than
one and one-four- th cents. That the
service waSmuch more rapid and
was also secret, which was not true
of the manual telephone. They found
that there were less wrong numbers
called, less crossed connections, less
danger of suspension of service by
strikes, etc., and many superior fea-

tures too numerous to detail here.
The English and French experts
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figured that for cities' like London!
and Paris it would be physically im- -

possible to handle telephones on any
other system but automatic with as
dense a development as in American'
cities, and incidentally they told us
that we would soon have to adopt"
our own medicine in cities like New
York and Chicago, where from their1
observations we'were about getting
to the limit of manual operations.

We do npt need foreign experts or,
any other expert to tell us this, how-- ,,

ever, as the average telephone user
knows It. from personal observation
in the daily use of the telephone. The.'
inability of telephone companies to"
get aud keep good operators is per-
haps the thing that will force them
to adopt machine operating sooner
than their consideration for and their
desire to give the public the best pos-
sible service, at the lowest possible,
cost, which are the objects that have
actuated the foreign engineers in
their adoption of automatic tele- -.

phones. Harold D.' Stroud,
Telephone Users' Ass'n,

29 LaSalle St
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